We beginby extending the technique of reverse accumulation so as to obtain gradients of univariate taylor series coe cients. This is done by re-interpreting the same formulae used to reverse accumulate gradients in the conventional (scalar) case. Thus a carefully written implementation of conventional reverse accumulation can be extended to the taylor series valued case by (further) overloading of the appropriate operators. Next, we show how to use this extended reverse accumulation technique so as to construct accurate (ie rigorous and sharp) error bounds for the numerical values of the taylor series coe cients of the target function, again by re-interpreting the corresponding conventional (scalar) formulae. This extension can also beimplemented simply by re-engineering existing code. The two techniques (reverse accumulation of gradients and accurate error estimates) each require only a small multiple of the processing time required to compute the underlying taylor series coe cients. Space requirements are comparable to those for conventional (scalar) reverse accumulation, and can be similarly managed. We conclude with a discussion of possible implementation strategies and the implications for the re-use of code.
1. Reverse Accumulation. Suppose that we h a ve a calculation which takes as input a number of independent variable values, and produces as output the values of one or more dependent v ariables. Such calculations are not in practice performed atomically, b u t are internally expressed as a numberof elementary steps involving intermediate variables.
(The precise sequence of such steps may depend upon the initial values of the independent variables.) The values of such i n termediate variables are typically calculated by elementary operations of the unary form x = f(u) where f is an operation such as sin log p etc, or of the binary form x = g(u v) where g is an operation such as plus, times etc. Here x is an intermediate or a dependent variable, and u v are intermediate or independent variables.
Note that we are assuming that each intermediate and dependent variable is assigned a value exactly once, and once assigned that value is not subsequently overwritten. The variables used here thus correspond, not to program variables in code to calculate the dependent variable values, but rather to nodes in the computational graph representing such a calculation. The computational graph can beconstructed automatically from the evaluation code by overloading the arithmetic operators. For a fuller account see 3] and 18] .
In what follows we also assume for simplicity of exposition that dependent variables are not themselves used as arguments to further operations.
Using the computational graph we can evaluate, for each dependent variable y, the gradient vector ry (which contains an element @y=@u corresponding to each independent variable u.) This calculation is performed as follows.
With each variable x we associate an accumulator (or adjoint variable) x, initially zero. To each atomic operation x = f(u) we associate the reverse accumulation step u += x f 0 (u), where f 0 is the derivative o f f, denotes (scalar) multiplication, and l += r denotes the operation of incrementing l by r. Similarly, to the atomic operation x = g(u v) we associate the two reverse accumulation steps u += x g 1 (u v) and v += x g 2 (u v) where g 1 and g 2 denote the partial derivatives of g with respect to the rst and second arguments respectively.
Gradients are evaluated as follows. Choose a dependent variable y, and set y = 1 for that variable. Then carry out the reverse accumulation steps in the reverse order to the original sequence of atomic operations. After this is done, we have by the chain rule that x = @y=@xfor each independent or intermediate variable x.
Alternatively, w e m a y e v aluate an arbitrary linear combination of the gradients corresponding to distinct dependent variables y i by initializing the corresponding y i to c i so as to obtain P i c i ry i = c Jy where J denotes Jacobian.
It can beshown 10, x3.3] 3, x6] that the computational cost (in terms of the number and time length of arithmetic operations) of obtaining ry (respectively c Jy) in this way is a small multiple (about three times) that of calculating y (respectively y) in the rst place, regardless of the number of independent v ariables represented in the gradient v ector.
This remarkable result is particularly signi cant in the case where the y i share components of the calculation by making common use of intermediate variables, and hence have sub-additive total cost.
Even if the entire Jacobian is required, extraction one column at a time using reverse accumulation is attractive compared to forward accumulation provided that the number of dependent variables is small compared to the numberof independent variables.
In particular all parallelism which could beexploited in the function computation can also beexploited in the reverse accumulation of the gradient.
In practice there is a performance penalty associated with the use of the computational graph, owing to the fact that the indirect referencing, operation interpretation, and cache usage pattern, are poorly supported by modern conventional hardware relative to the support modern architectures give to oating point arithmetic. Consequently when the computational graph is used to drive a function calculation, these overheads can increase the cpu time required by a factor of up to ten, thus leading to a total cpu time for gradient calculation of up to twenty times the underlying conventional calculation cost 3 In many cases, however, it is possible to assume that each independent v ariable is itself a polynomial function (usually a linear function) of an underlying taylor variable t, and thus to be satis ed with expressing each dependent v ariable as a univariate taylor series in t. In particular, the required numerical coe cients of a multivariate taylor series expansion can usually be extracted fairly e ciently by interpolating a number of univariate taylor expansions. See 12, x3] for further details.
If for each independent v ariable u i we h a ve u i = a i +b i t then the terms in the univariate taylor series for a dependent variable y correspond to repeated directional derivatives of the form d=dt = P i b i @=@u i = b r evaluated at the point t = 0 , ie for u i = a i . In e ect we may regard t as an \in nitesimal" generator if we are interested in local behaviour of the dependent v ariables, or as a (possibly quite large) nite o set if we are concerned with global behaviour. In the latter case we generally require a relatively large number of terms in the taylor series (see for example 5]).
Provided the elementary operation are su ciently smooth, each dependent o r i n termediate variable x can be regarded as a polynomial series x = x (0) + t:x 
Each partial derivative @x=@a i is also a taylor series, and we could similarly consider the taylor series @x=@b i . The interesting thing is that @x=@b i ] k = @x=@a i ] k;1 for k > 0. This is a special case of the following more general result.
Theorem. Let u bea univariate taylor series in t, and let x = f(u) for some smooth function f. Denote x] k by x (k) and u] k by u (k) . Then for all k 0 p > 0 we have @x (k+p) @u (p) = @x (k) @u (0) @x (k) @u ( @u (0) as asserted by the theorem. A similar argument gives the second identity. Qed 4
3. Forward Calculation of Taylor Series Coe cients. We c a n e v aluate the taylor coe cients for x = f(u) and x = g(u v) n umerically given the corresponding values for u and v. 
Here for each k we require order n 2 operations (multiplies and adds) to evaluate the rst n taylor coe cients for s k given the corresponding values for s k;1 , and hence we require order n 3 operations to evaluate the rst n taylor coe cients for x. This operation count can bereduced to order n 2 log n by using fast fourier multiplication to convolve the polynomial coe cients, and even further to (n log n) 3=2 by using the strategy of 2, Algorithm 2.2].
The (quite large) increase in the order constant means that a large value for n is required before the use of fast convolution algorithms gives a signi cant performance improvement. Nevertheless, where the use of fast convolution methods has potential to improve performance, this will benoted in what follows.
Note that if we require the rst n terms of the taylor series for f(u) then we require only the rst n ; 1 t e r m s of the taylor series for f 0 (u), which in turn require only the rst n;2 terms of f
: g 2 (u v)] k;l again requiring n 3 operations (or n 2 log n if fast fourier multiplication is used 2, x7].) However, in the case of the vast majority of common mathematical operations it is well known that the rst n terms of the taylor series for x can be calculated in ascending order at a computational cost proportional to n 2 rather than n 3 (respectively n log n rather than (n log n) 3=2 using fast fourier methods), by using the (already computed) lower order series terms for x f 0 (u) and u itself. for p < k and conversely, we see that the two s e t s o f t a ylor coe cients for x and w can be calculated together for n terms at a total cost of order n These taylor series may b e e v aluated by further overloading the operators which build the computational graph, or by a subsequent re-traversal of the computational graph in the forward direction for speci c choices of the coe cients u (1) i in the independent v ariables u i = u (0) i + u (1) i t. For ) corresponding to each independent variable u. (Recall that each independent variable u is itself a taylor series, usually linear, in t.)
Our assertion is that we can use reverse accumulation to calculate simultaneously all the gradient vectors ry (k) for the given y. It makes no di erence whether we regard this as taking a gradient of each term of the taylor series for y or as evaluating a taylor series for the gradient vector ry, since r y (k) = ry] k . In fact, our purpose here is to show that the very same formulae used in the scalar case can be re-interpreted as applying to taylor series values. For let x u also be univariate taylor series in t with x = f(u). Let A similar argument applies to the two-variable case. With the atomic operation x = g(u v) w e associate the two reverse accumulations u += x g 1 (u v) a n d v += x g 2 (u v) where g 1 and g 2 denote the partial derivatives of g with respect to the rst and second arguments respectively.
Thus we can reverse accumulate ry] k = ry These gradient components may correspond to mixed derivatives which are of interest in themselves to a calculation. For example, the e cient numerical approximation of the bifurcation points and cusp singularities of dynamical systems requires (interpolations of) gradients of exactly this form 12, x2,3] .
Alternatively, gradients of taylor coe cients may be useful in estimating the sensitivity of the taylor series coe cient values to changes in the initial values of the independent variables. One particular application of this is the estimation of the e ects of rounding error, an issue to which we return below (x7).
Note that, since \constant" parameters may be regarded as independent v ariables with xed (unchanging) values, this method may also beused to estimate sensitivities to such parameters. 6 . Performance Analysis. The method described in the previous section requires that we obtain a taylor series for the rst derivatives of each elementary operation involved in the function calculation, but only for the rst derivatives. As we have seen, frequently these rst derivative series are available anyway as a by-product of the taylor series calculation for the underlying function, or can be made available be re-arranging that calculation.
Although f 0 (u)] k 6 = ( k+ 1 ) f(u)] k+1 or anything as simple as that, nearly all interesting functions are solutions to some ODE of order (at most) two, from which recurrence relations for the derivative coe cients can bederived.
Once the taylor series corresponding to these derivatives are available, the reverse accumulation requires of order n 2 multiplies and adds per intermediate variable to produce the whole of ry to n terms (reducing to order n log n if fast fourier methods are used to perform the convolutions.)
Assuming that the derivative t a ylor series can be made available in a time comparable to that required to calculate the taylor series corresponding to the underlying function value (a safe assumption), the time requirement for calculating the whole of the matrix ry is then a small multiple of the time required to evaluate the taylor series for y.
The space requirement is the product of the space requirement for conventional (scalar) reverse accumulation with a n umberof the form 1 + n, where typically < < 1. Similar remarks apply to those made above in x1.
The calculations given in 3, x6] to evaluate a linear combination of rows of the Hessian of a function f are a special case of the construction described here. To see this, argue as follows. Observe rst that if y = f(u) where u = a + bt then b H f= r(b r f) = r(dy=dt) = ry (1) . In the forward pass of the code to calculate the Hessian given in 3, x4] each x i corresponds to x (0) i in our notation, and w i to x (1) i . The values (which as remarked in 3] could be calculated on the forward pass) correspond to the zero-th and rst order terms of the taylor series for D p f i (x i 1 : : : x i n i ).
In the reverse pass, we see that each x i corresponds to x (0) i in our notation, and also by induction each w i corresponds to x (1) i since if w i = x (1) i then the term added to w i p in 3] is in fact 
problems where the entire Hessian is required, better performance can be obtained by using sparse data structures and conventional (forward) accumulation techniques 8], 9] as mentioned above (x2).
Where the entire third or higher order derivative tensor is required, the method outlined here is even less attractive. However where only part of the tensor is required, ie the number of required (linear combinations of) components of the tensor is small relative to the number of independent variables, good performance may be obtained using this approach.
Reverse accumulation of gradients for taylor series coe cients is not itself a new idea 11]. However the analysis presented here allows reverse accumulation code written for the scalar case using operator overloading to be extended with relatively little modi cation so as to provide reverse accumulation of taylor series coe cient gradients. We return to this point below (x9).
An alternative approach to the problem would beto regard each computational step as a calculation of the n taylor terms of the result (as dependent variables) from the corresponding taylor terms of the parameters (as independent variables) by \sub-atomic" operations, and use overloading at this (lower) level to construct the computational graph for the whole calculation. The gradients can then be computed in one reverse pass, by starting from y (n) and afterwards using the fact that dy (p) dx (q) = dy (n) dx (n+q;p) This approach has not been followed here for three reasons.
Firstly, i t i n volves a larger interpretive o verhead in traversing the computational graph. The trend in automatic di erentiation is towards each node in the graph representing more computation (ie towards \larger" elementary operations).
Secondly, the use of exact arithmetic to reduce roundo error in the taylor steps (see x8 b e l o w) would be hampered by this approach. Thirdly, the approach followed here appears to lay a better foundation for our next task, the derivation of accurate error boundsfor taylor series coe cient values. For example, suppose that x = f(u) y = x+ 1 =x, and suppose that the calculated value for x is known to be within of 2, where represents the rounding error in the calculation of f(u) from u.
Then (assuming just for the sake of argument that is small relative to 1 and large relative to the subsequent rounding errors) 1=x is within 1 4 of 1 2 , and so (naively) y is within In the general case, we associate with each atomic step of the calculation an upper bound i on the rounding error introduced at that step into the value of the corresponding intermediate variable x i . Recall that following a reverse accumulation starting from a dependent variable y = x m we have x i = @y=@x i . Consequently an approximate worstcase upper boundon the rounding error for the dependent variable y is given by = X i j x i j i where the summation is over all computational steps upon which y (functionally) depends (ie all steps in which rounding error a ecting y may have been introduced). If desired, the summation for may be extended to contain terms corresponding to initial uncertainties in the independent variables, as well as the terms corresponding to rounding errors introduced during the course of the computation, thus producing an estimate of the total uncertainty in y.
Usually for each given hardware and software environment we can specify a small constant such that i is bounded by the greater of j x i j and minreal for all steps of all possible calculations.
However, as Iri shows in 17], it is possible to give a more exact estimate of the rounding error, as follows.
Supplement the (forward) calculation of the scalar quantities x i = f(u i ) b y corresponding interval calculations for interval quantities X i = F(U i ). Clearly x i 2 X i .
Replace each reverse accumulation step u += x f Then this gives an error boundfor the rounding error of y = x m which is accurate in the sense of being both rigorous and sharp.
Rigorous means that the correct value for y and the calculated value can di er by at most half the width of E (ie the true value for y must l i e i n t h e i n terval y + E, where y is the scalar calculated quantity.) Note that usually the width of the interval E will be much less than the width of the interval Y , sometimes by several orders of magnitude.
Sharp means that this boundis asymptotically tight as the rounding errors diminish. More precisely, the ratio between the width of E and the actual worst-case rounding error 10 tends to unity as the accuracy of machine arithmetic improves (ie as ! 0). In practice, of course, the bound tends to be pessimistic, since the worst-case scenario, although possible, rarely occurs. These results can beproved by considering the e ects upon y of a perturbation, representing the e ects of rounding, applied to each variable in turn, in the order of their calculation. The use of the mean value theorem in conjunction with interval arithmetic allows us to disregard the e ect of second and higher order derivatives (contrast with 21]).
In practice, for a given level of machine precision, it may benecessary or desirable to apply this accurate error bounding technique recursively in order to tighten the bounds on certain intermediate variable values. This can be done in a similar fashion to the \preaccumulation" technique used for derivatives 3], provided care is taken to distinguish between the (tight) bound on the error in the tightened intermediate variable (which will include the summation terms corresponding to uncertainties in the parameters to the subgraph being tightened) and the (tight) bound on the rounding error introduced in the calculation of the intermediate variable beingtightened (which will exclude such terms.)
One obvious class of candidates for this \premature tightening" is singularities, for example points in the computational graph where division is attempted by an interval containing zero. In this case, premature tightening may remove the singular value from the relevant interval.
Another case where premature tightening may be useful is at intermediate variables for which roundo errors in the (forward) calculation of the values of the corresponding elementary function or of its derivative have a large e ect on the worst-case error bound.
One strategy for identifying such v ariables is by c hecking the size of i x i relative t o y. Assuming that i jx i j, the variables sought are those for which j x i x i j >> jyj. If any improvement is to result from premature tightening, then at least one of the corresponding intervals X i X i must span several (binary) orders of magnitude (or include zero).
If this is the case for X i = F i (X j ) t h e n it may beworth tightening X j . It may also be worth tightening X j when F 0 (X j ) spans several binary orders of magnitude, if this has the prospect of tightening the appropriate X's.
